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1. About This Circuit
In or around 2015, a user named diablochris6 on the Mad Bean Pedals forum came up with an
idea for a Roland Space Echo emulator in pedal form, and developed what could quite possibly be
one of the most legendary circuits in the DIY pedal building community: the much sought-after
Sagan Delay. A vero board layout of this even exists on the Tagboard forum. But damned if I
would build a vero version of this circuit, and I could already feel the oncoming surges of the
world’s worst migraine just thinking about all the offboard wiring.
So I took to the annals of the internet and after some serious stalking effort, I had managed to track
Chris down on Instagram to inquire about ordering an original PCB. Fortunately, Chris had one of
the original versions left over (rev1.5, I believe), as well as a newer one he had been developing
(rev2). These projects were monstrous, and Chris was crucial in helping me understand and
troubleshoot them. The version you are building constitutes rev2.1, which was completed in
collaboration between Chris and I, with several changes to improve the user interface and overall
build efficiency.
For more information about the history of the Sagan Delay, how it was born, and how it operates,
you can download DC6FX’s original Sagan Delay build document here. The major difference in
terms of building between rev1 and rev2 is that rev2 is made up of two stacked PCBs: the audio
board (which contains all the various op-amps and sections of the audio path, as well as the LFO
section) and the delay board (which contains the PT2399s on all three of the Sagan’s delay paths).
The two PCBs are connected by male and female headers. The original version’s discrete controls
for the Delay and Volume of each of the three PT2399s have also been consolidated into single
Delay and Mix controls which influence all three of the PT2399s together.
A word to the wise: BRACE YOURSELF. This project is pretty challenging. If you need to take a
moment to think and plan your next move, take that moment. You won’t regret it.

2. Features of the Sagan Delay v2.1
●

Roland Space Echo emulator — Three individual delay lines simulate the Space Echo’s
three discrete play heads.

●

Tape-like quality — The effect goes through a series of high quality op-amps and filters,
including a Baxandall-style tone stack, to simulate the quality of the magnetic tape loop that
is part of the original unit’s delay mechanism. Individual controls for Treble, Bass, and
Saturation allow you to tweak the settings to perfectly match your taste.

●

Effects path — The effects path allows you to route one or more pedals through the
Sagan’s signal path via the Send and Return jacks. This external effect (or series of
effects) is spliced directly into interesting points in the processed signal—you can toggle
whether to apply the effects loop to the delayed signal as a whole, or to only the feedback

portion of the delayed signal. Theoretically, any type of effect can be connected here, but
below are some of our favorite suggestions:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Phaser
Chorus
Flanger
Whammy, octave, or pitch shifter
Another delay!
Overdrive/Fuzz
Envelope filter

●

LFO — An LFO has been built in to effect which modulates (either subtly or heavily) the
delay time of the first delay line. The Tri/Off/Sqr switch controls the waveform of this LFO,
and the Rate, Depth, and Sway knobs control this waveform’s parameters.

●

Slam — A momentary footswitch can be connected to the circuit, which, while engaged,
temporarily sets the delay feedback to maximum, allowing you to ramp up the craziness of
the effect.

●

Tails — The Sagan Delay is a buffered bypass effect that contains a high-quality buffer so
that after the effect is disengaged, the remaining delays trail off into silence instead of
simply cutting off abruptly.

3. Controls
The following are the standard external controls for this pedal:
●

PREVOL — Controls the signal volume going into the buffer prior to the delay signal. Note
that because the Sagan Delay is a buffered bypass effect, the PREVOL controls the guitar
output volume even when the effect is off.

●

MIX — Controls the amount of the “wet” delay signal volume being mixed back in with the
dry input signal.

●

DRYKILL — This switch toggles the dry signal path off, allowing only the wet (delay) signal
to come through to the effect output. This allows for some fantastic ambient tones to come
through. Note: If this switch is set to off t hen the dry signal path will be muted even when
the effect is disengaged.

●

FXPTH — This switch toggles the placement of the send/return effects loop in the Sagan’s
delay signal path. The loop will be placed either:
○

before the feedback loop (meaning that the first delay taps will be clean, and the
delay signals that feed back into the delay lines will receive the effect)

○

before the Mix control (meaning that the entire delay signal will receive the effect)

●

DELAY — Controls the amount of time that the signal will be delayed after the clean signal
and in between each “play head” (i.e., PT2399 chip).

●

FDBK — Controls the amount of delay signal that feeds back into the delay lines after the
initial echoes.

●

TREBLE — Simulates the tape quality by controlling the high frequency response of the
delay signal. If the delays start to sound piercing, consider reducing the Treble.

●

BASS — Simulates the tape quality by controlling the low frequency response of the delay
signal. If the delays start to sound muddy and undefined, consider reducing the Bass.

●

TRI/OFF/SQR — Toggles between different waveforms of the LFO. You have options for a
triangle wave and a square wave, or you can simply switch off the LFO modulation.

●

RATE — Controls the LFO speed.

●

DEPTH — Controls the LFO depth.

●

1/2/3 TOGGLES — These toggle switches turn on/off the path for each of the three delay
paths.

The circuit also includes two internal trimmer controls, which could be technically externalized if
you wish to drill a small hole in the face of the pedal enclosure:
●

SAT — Short for “Saturation,” this controls the amount of input signal which saturates the
simulated tape line.

●

SWAY — This controls the swing of the LFO modulating the delay time. When fully CCW,
the wave should peak quickly and descend slowly; fully CW, the wave should take longer to
ramp up and descends quickly. Positioning the trimmer at 12:00 produces a more or less
balanced waveform.

4. Circuit Boards
Below are screen captures of each of the printed circuit boards (PCBs) of the Sagan Delay circuit.

4.1.

Audio Board

4.2.

Delay Board

5. Schematics
The following are screen captures of each of the schematics of the two Sagan Delay PCBs, which
can be used for reference when debugging:

5.1.

Audio Board

5.2.

Delay Board

6. Bill of Materials
You will need the following components to complete your build:

6.1.

Audio Board

Qty

Value

Parts

Description

1

220p

C11

Capacitor - Ceramic

1

1u

C35

Capacitor - Electrolytic

1

10u

C5

Capacitor - Electrolytic

2

39n

C1, C4

Capacitor - Film

1

10n

C10

Capacitor - Film

1

3n9

C13

Capacitor - Film

4

1u

C2, C7, C22, C24

Capacitor - Film

1

220n

C23

Capacitor - Film

3

100n

C25, C37, C48

Capacitor - Film

1

1n

C3

Capacitor - Film

1

4n7

C40

Capacitor - Film

2

100n

C6, C9

Capacitor - Film

1

1n4148

D1

Diode

2

1n914

D2, D3

Diode

1

DPDT Footswitch

TAILS

DPDT Footswitch

1

DPDT

DRYKILL, FXPTH

DPDT Toggle Switch

1

4-pin female header

AUDIO

FEMALE HEADER

1

7-pin female header

POWER

FEMALE HEADER

2

Indicator LED

D4 (on/off), D6 (LFO)

3mm LED

1

LED

D7

3mm LED – yellow or blue work well

1

LDR

Photocell

Light Dependent Resistor

1

2N5457

Q1

N-CHANNEL JFET

2

TL072

IC1, IC2

Integrated Circuit - Dual Op-amp

1

TL062

IC6

Integrated Circuit - Dual Op-amp

3

100kB

BASS, DELAY, TREBLE

Potentiometer

1

1kB

DEPTH

Potentiometer

2

50kB

FDBK, MIX

Potentiometer

1

250kB

PREVOL

Potentiometer

1

1MC

RATE

Potentiometer

10

10k

R1, R5, R6, R7, R10, R13,
R16, R17, R24, R25

Resistor

3

220k

R15, R19, R34

Resistor

1

240k

R2

Resistor

1

470k

R20

Resistor

1

6k8

R26

Resistor

5

1k

R3, R18, R21, R54, R55

Resistor

3

4k7

R4, R14, R23

Resistor

4

2k2

R8, R28, R40, R48

Resistor

1

4k4

R9

Resistor

1

SPDT on/off/on

SQR/OFF/TRI

SPDT on/off/on Toggle Switch

5

SPDT on/on

SW1, SW2, SW3

SPDT on/on Toggle Switch

1

SPST Momentary

SLAM

SPST Momentary Footswitch

1

20k

SAT

Trimmer

1

500k

SWAY

Trimmer

6.2.

Delay Board

Qty

Value

Parts

Description

5

47u

C14, C15, C20, C30, C42

Capacitor - Electrolytic

1

220u

C8

Capacitor - Electrolytic

15

100n

C16, C17, C19, C21, C26, C27, C31, C33,
C38, C39, C41, C45, C47, C50, C51
Capacitor - Film

6

2n2

C18, C28, C29, C36, C44, C49

Capacitor - Film

3

15n

C32, C34, C46

Capacitor - Film

1

1n4001

D4

Diode

1

1n4148

D5

Diode

3

PT2399

IC3, IC4, IC5

Echo Processor IC

1

LEDB

D10* (Optional)

3mm LED - green

1

4-pin male header AUDIO

Male header

1

7-pin male header POWER

Male header

3

BC550

Q2, Q3, Q4

NPN Transistor

R11, R12, R21, R22, R27, R29, R30, R35,
R36, R37, R38, R39, R41, R42, R43, R44,
R49, R50, R52
Resistor

19

10k

3

1k

R18, R33, R47

Resistor

3

560R

R31, R32, R46

Resistor

1

7k5

R45

Resistor

1

LM78L05

REG1

Voltage Regulator (TO-92
package)

7. Build Notes
The following are a collection of notes, comments, and tips about this circuit.

7.1.

Bypass Wiring

The Sagan Delay is a buffered bypass effect, which allows the delay to have a “tails” effect (hence,
its respective solder pads on the PCB are labeled TAILS) when the pedal is turned off. The buffer
that is built in to this effect is of extremely high quality, so your signal fidelity is actually improved by
running through this buffer at all times. I highly suggest following the default wiring method for this
circuit, as is detailed below.

7.1.1.

Tails Footswitch Wiring

The diagram below displays the footswitch wiring for engaging the effect.

7.1.2.

True Bypass Wiring

If you prefer to wire the pedal in true bypass, then simply jumper the two round pads in the Tails
pad section, and then proceed to wire the circuit as you normally would for true bypass.

7.2.

Send and Return Jacks and FXPTH Switch

The jacks for the effect send/return should be switching jacks and should be wired so that the
signal goes from the send to return pad when there is no effect plugged into the jacks, as is shown
in the diagram below:

1) Connect the jack tips to their respective send or return pads on the PCB.
2) Connect the jack sleeves to ground.
3) Connect the jack tip shunts to one another.

7.3.
●
●
●
●
●

●

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES
The Slam switch wiring is straightforward: there are two pads, and each one connects to a
lug on the SPST momentary footswitch.
R53 should be ignored. A 100k pot can be used to extend the delay time control, but the
last bit will get a bit noisy.
You will need a 1590C enclosure to house the circuit and all its hardware. It’s essentially a
tall 1590BB.
D10 limits the clipping at the first delay chip. It is optional, but feel free to socket it.
The silkscreen outline of capacitors C25, C37, and C48 appear larger than what they
should be. They are indeed 100nF capacitors (as noted in the BOM), and not 1uF
capacitors (as would be suggested by the silkscreen outline on the PCB).
The pinout orientation of transistors Q2, Q3, and Q4 relative to the silkscreen printing on
the PCB is as shown in the diagram below. This means that if you’re using BC550
transistors as suggested in the BOM, then they will need to be inserted backwards from
how they appear on the silkscreen. I highly suggest using sockets to test your
transistors.

8. Drill Template
A separate drill template document is available at the Sagan Delay product page of the Carcharias
Effects website. They are available in two paper sizes: US Letter and A4. If you are using another
printer size, just make sure to print at 100%. Also, make sure to use a 1590C enclosure so that the
stacked PCBs will fit vertically into the enclosure.

Terms of Use
The printed circuit board (PCB) discussed herein may be used for DIY purposes, such as personal
builds or small commercial operations. This PCB may not be resold as part of a commercial kit.
Resale from peer to peer is approved.
I do not claim any cloned circuit (whether partially or entirely) as the intellectual property of
Carcharias Effects, nor am I in the business of intentionally violating any copyrights. Unless
otherwise noted, many of the circuits available on carchariaseffects.com are based on schematics
that represent the works of many hardworking people who came before me, who have designed
many wondrous and unique electronics for musicians. I am just one guy with a hobby and love for
these electronics, and designing and selling these PCBs is simply one way that I can ensure that
my hobby continues to be self-sustaining.

Change Log
●
●

Rev1 (October 15, 2019): First draft of this document, includes all standard features. This
document corresponds to PCB rev2.1.
Rev2 (November 11, 2019): Corrected print template moved to separate file. Added
several build notes.

Contact
If you encounter any problems or issues with the PCB, or have any questions or comments, feel
free to reach out to me anytime. I will try my best to be as responsive as possible. Here are the
best ways to reach me:
●
●
●

Instagram/Facebook (DM): Carcharias.Effects
Email: carcharias.effects@gmail.com
Web: www.carchariaseffects.com/contact

I love seeing pictures of other peoples’ builds, so feel free to tag both myself
(@carcharias.effects) and Chris (@dc6fx) on Instagram or Facebook.
Best of luck and happy building!

